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ABSTRACT

We present a system for designing, carrying out, and
analyzing the results of clinical trials, or more specif-
ically cancer treatment trials. This system was built
using Webbles, a type of next generation Web intelli-
gent objects designed to make services and function-
ality as easily reusable as data content is with current
technologies. We discuss the benefits of using this
technology, some problems we ran into, and some de-
sign decisions we made.

1. INTRODUCTION

Clinical trials to evaluate what treatment works best
against a certain disease require a lot of work, includ-
ing data acquisition, management, retrieval, and anal-
ysis. There is the planning and design of the trial,
what to test and how to test it. There is the actual run-
ning of the trial, treating patients and collecting data
on how things are going. There is also the analysis
of the collected data to understand what treatments
should be used or what should be further studied etc.

These steps are of course connected, a good design
of the trial and creation of proper tools such as data
forms helps the physicians treating patients in the trial
to report the wanted data in an easy and unintrusive
way. Mistakes in the design phase or lack of coopera-
tion in the running of the trial may mean that the data
needed in the analysis step are not available.

The design of clinical trials still often do not take ad-
vantage of the advanced data processing capabilities
available nowadays. The trial design, e.g. what treat-
ments should be given when to different groups of pa-
tients, is still often created by hand on paper.

We have created a system for designing, running, and
analyzing clinical trials, more specifically trials con-
cerning cancer in children. The system is highly vi-
sual and interactive in nature, and thus gives a good
overview of what is going on. The system has been
built using Webbles, a type of visual intelligent ob-
jects for Web development. Using these visual and
interactive intelligent objects it has been fairly easy to
develop an advanced system quickly.

In this paper we describe how this intelligent Web ob-

ject technology was used in a practical situation. We
describe the application we created, some difficulties
we had, some design decisions we made, and show
the benefits of using this technology.

2. RELATED RESEARCH

Research has been done on integrated support sys-
tems for clinical trial design and management. Many
things go into planning and designing a clinical trial.
There are AI based support systems that check var-
ious constraints in the trial design stages and warns
if the knowledge base indicates that the current trial
contains problems. One such system is the Design-
a-Trial system by Modgil and Hammond (4), which
for example warns the trial designer when creating a
trial using a not recommended medicine for the con-
trol group instead of the current standard medicine.

There are systems such as those by Shankar et al. (5)
and Wong and Gibbons (10) that allow graphical vi-
sualization of a trial during design, showing the work
flow of the trial events, displaying graphical forms for
data input. While visualization when showing the trial
is common, we have not seen any system except our
own that allows graphical interaction in the work flow
planning, allows building the trial by dragging and
dropping the graphical representations of the trial ele-
ments, and provides integrated support throughout the
trial using the same visual representation at all times
in the workflow, not only in the design phase.

3. WEBBLES AS AN ENABELING PLATFORM
ARCHITECTURE

Webbles are the latest generation of the Intelligent
Pad system which in turn is a Meme Media system
(Tanaka (7), Tanaka et al. (8)). Meme Media tech-
nologies are aimed at allowing people to easily reedit
and redistribute intellectual resources. The idea is
that functionality in services should be as easily taken
from one place and reused in another as text or images
(data) can be reused today.

Webbles are media objects. A Webble can be many
different things, a media player, a text, a wrapper for a
database service, a service calculating currency con-
versions etc. Webbles can communicate with other
Webbles through “slots”, which are externally avail-



able properties of the Webbles. Slots in different
Webbles can be connected, so a value change of a
property in one Webble is propagated to another Web-
ble. Communication can be set up to be unidirectional
or bidirectional. Webbles can be connected hierarchi-
cally in parent-child relationships. When the value of
a slot in the parent is changed, all children are notified
that something has changed. They can then choose to
react by reading the values of slots they are interested
in or in any other way that may be appropriate. For
details on the inner workings of the Webble platform,
see Kuwahara and Tanaka (3).

Webbles exist on the Web, and applications created
using Webbles can be run in a normal Web browser.
The Webble architecture requires the Microsoft Sil-
verlight plug-in to run. This plug-in is easy to install
but not available for all computer platforms. Web-
bles can make use of anything that is supported in
Silverlight, which means that it is easy to make for
instance a media player Webble or an image manipu-
lation Webble. Webbles are made to be easy to reuse.
When a Webble that does something requiring a lot
of implementation work is needed, once this work has
been done it can easily be reused in other applications
or by other Webbles with very little extra work.

4. THE TRIAL OUTLINE BUILDER

The Trial Outline Builder (TOB), our system for de-
signing, running, and analyzing clinical trials, was
built as part of the EU FP6 integrated project ACGT,
Advancing Clinico Genomic Trials on Cancer. This
is a large European Union co-funded project, very in-
terdisciplinary, and researchers from many countries
participate. Several systems have been created in the
ACGT project, e.g. the Oncosimulator simulating tu-
mor growth by Stamatakos et al. (6) and the Obtima
system for cancer treatment trials by Weiler et al. (9).

The TOB system is run as a component inside the Ob-
tima system. The TOB is a graphical system for de-
signing clinical trials. It has three different modes,
first the trial design mode where the overall structure
and other details of the trial are created. Then there is
the local physician mode, where the physicians actu-
ally treating patients in the trial can see what the trial
flow specifies they should do, and where they can en-
ter data on what they have done so far and what results
that gave. Finally, there is the analysis mode, where
the results of the whole trial can be analyzed.

While a graphical tool is intuitive and easy to use,
the addition of this type of tool to a trial management
system is new. There are many general workflow au-
thoring software tools available, see Barker and van
Hemert (1) for an overview, but as far as we know the
TOB is the first system of this kind for clinical tri-

als. Below, we give an overview of the three different
modes of the TOB. Then, we discuss some design de-
cisions and problems we had when using the Webble
technology to create the TOB.

4.1. Trial Design Mode

The trial design mode is where the trial chairman de-
signs the outline of the trial. Figure 1 shows an ex-
ample screenshot from the trial design mode. A trial
is built up by different medical events, for instance
chemo therapy events, diagnosis events, stratification
events (partitioning patients into different treatment
groups based on some factor, e.g. location), or ran-
domization events (partitioning patients using an ele-
ment of chance to determine the group).

Figure 1: The trial design mode.

In the design mode, there is a medical event reposi-
tory, where all available medical event types are dis-
played. There is also a work board for the current
trial. Events can be dragged from the repository and
dropped onto the work board to add events of this
type to the trial. The events connect themselves to the
events already in the trial to make a treatment plan.
The events can then be dragged around, deleted, du-
plicated, or have their properties changed. The work
board also displays a timeline, showing how much
time the current treatment plan takes, and what event
will take place after how many days in the trial.

The trial chairman can also attach CRFs (Case Report
Forms) to the medical events in this mode. These are
forms for data input, that are to be used by the physi-
cians treating patients in the trial to report what they
have done and what the results were, to store the in-
formation in the trial database. The CRFs may ask for
the size of the tumor (diagnosis events), the dosage
and medicine used (chemo therapy events), the age of
the patient (registration events), or many other things.

The trial structure, the properties of the medical
events in the trial, the CRFs used, etc. are all stored in
a database. The TOB automatically saves any changes
to the trial to the database as soon as they occur, so
there is no need to press any buttons or enter any
menus for saving data, and there is thus no risk of
losing data by forgetting to save changes.



4.2. Local Physician Mode

The local physician mode is used by the physicians
treating the patients in the trial. Here they can enter
data such as which path in the trial the patient is fol-
lowing, what treatment the patient has received, and
how the patient has responded to the treatment. Fig-
ure 2 shows an example screenshot.

Figure 2: The local physician mode.

This mode shows an overview of the whole trial treat-
ment plan. When a specific path has been chosen for
the patient, the parts of the trial that can no longer be
reached are shaded out in black. Events that the pa-
tient has not yet reached but are in the future plan of
this path are shaded out in white.

Figure 3: Inputting data in a Case Report Form (CRF).

The events that the patient has already entered are
shown in a separate window, showing this patient’s
individual treatment path. Here the local physician
can open the CRFs prepared by the trial chairman by
simply clicking on the related event. When report-
ing data from the chemo therapy event in the exam-
ple screenshot, clicking this event in the individual
treatment plan will thus open the CRF as a data input
form, as in Figure 3. The local physician can also edit
the properties of the medical events in the individual

treatment plan for the patient, to reflect any changes
that may have been necessary.

4.3. Analysis Mode

In the analysis mode, researchers can analyze the data
collected in a trial. Figure 4 shows a screenshot of the
analysis mode. Again, the treatment plan of the trial
is shown. Here, the researcher can select what data to
look at by clicking the medical events in the treatment
plan. Clicking an event opens the CRFs connected to
this event and the researcher can select which ques-
tions or data fields in the forms to include in the inter-
active visual querying and analysis.

Figure 4: The analysis mode.

The data selected to be included is shown in a separate
analysis window. In this window, the different data
fields are treated as parallel coordinates (Inselberg
and Dimsdale (2)). Each patient is represented by a
line going from the position on the coordinate axis for
one data field representing the data for this patient to
the patient’s position on the next coordinate axis, rep-
resenting another data field selected from (possibly)
some other CRF etc. Parallel coordinates represent-
ing data fields from CRFs that come from different
paths in the trial will end up in different groupings
of parallel coordinates, while those coming from the
same treatment path will be grouped together.

Parallel coordinates representing derived attributes
can also be used. Coordinates for properties com-
puted from some CRF fields can be created by select-
ing groups of coordinates and specifying how to com-
bine their values. It is thus possible to create a coordi-
nate for the age of the patient by calculating this from
the birth date information from one CRF and the date
of entry into the trial from (possibly) another CRF. It
is also possible to generate charts by selecting what
parallel coordinates to base the chart on. The type of
chart wanted can also easily be specified.

5. DESIGNING WITH WEBBLES

As previously mentioned, the TOB system was built
using the Webble technology. Here we detail some of
the design decisions we made, some benefits of using
the Webble technology and some problems we had.



5.1. Webbles in the System

There are eight different types of Webbles in the sys-
tem. There are the Medical Events, the Repository
Window, the Work Boards, the Timeline, the Query
Board, the Parallel Coordinates, the Charts, and the
Database Wrapper. The Medical Event Webbles each
represent one event in the treatment plan of the trial.
They can be randomization events, surgery events,
chemo therapy events, etc. The Repository Window
Webble is where all the different types of Medical
Event Webbles are available for dragging into the
treatment plan when building a new clinical trial. The
Timeline Webble shows what day or point in time the
graphical positions on the screen correspond to. The
Work Board Webbles are where the treatment plan is
shown. There are two Work Boards, one for the com-
plete treatment plan of the whole trial, where the trial
is designed etc., and another for showing the individ-
ual treatment plans of specific patients.
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Figure 5: The Webbles and the connections in the system.

The Query Board Webble is very similar to the work
boards, except that it shows Parallel Coordinates and
Charts instead of Medical Events, for the analysis of
trial results. The Parallel Coordinate Webbles repre-
sent a coordinate axis for each question selected from
a CRF for analysis on the Query Board. They keep
track of which values to include or filter out in the
analysis. The Chart Webbles display statistical data
in charts. Finally, the Database Wrapper Webble han-
dles communication with the external database.

The connections between the Webbles in the system
are shown in Figure 5. The Medical Event Webbles
are connected to the Work Board Webble they reside
in. The Work Boards listen to any property changes
in their Medical Events. The Medical Events are not
connected to each other. The Timeline Webble is told
by the Work Board it belongs to how long the current
trial is. The main Work Board is also connected to the
Query Board, and sends information on what parallel
coordinates to display using slots. The Query Board
listens to property changes in the Parallel Coordinate
Webbles and also sends information to the Parallel
Coordinates and the Chart Webbles using their slots.

Information from the surrounding system, e.g. which
user is currently logged in, goes through the Webble
platform. Communication with the external database
goes through the Database Wrapper.

5.2. Designing the Webbles

Some Webbles in the system are very straight forward
to build. The Repository Window is just a generic
window, the Chart Webble is just a generic graphi-
cal chart object, the Timeline is a very passive object
just growing in length depending on the duration of
the Medical Events in the treatment plan. This dura-
tion information comes to the Timeline from the Work
Board, which keeps track of all the Medical Events
added to it. These simple Webbles were easy to build
because they just use the template for building a Web-
ble to wrap something that Silverlight already sup-
ports, such as a graphical window or charting.

The Medical Events are mainly graphical objects for
displaying the properties of events in the trial in a vi-
sual and easy-to-understand way. They have some
intelligence, for instance enabling new events to be
dragged from the Repository Window without the
original disappearing. If their parent is the Repos-
itory Window, the Medical Events copy themselves
and leave the copy behind in the original position
when dragged. In most other senses they are pas-
sive objects, just notifying the Work Board when their
properties have changed and database need to be up-
dated.

The Work Board Webbles handle many things. They
handle the layout of the Medical Event Webbles, in-
structing them where on the work board they should
move when new events are added or where in the
treatment plan they should attach themselves when
dropped by the user on some part of the work board.
When the layout of the trial changes, the Work Boards
keep track of what information needs to be sent to
the database and communicate this to the Database
Wrapper. The Work Boards also handle the CRF re-
lated business, allowing users to enter data into a CRF
(and sending this data to the database) and by com-
municating to the Query Board that the user wants to
view certain CRF questions as parallel coordinates.

The Query Board Webble is very similar to the work
board. It reads the trial result data from the database
and then handles Parallel Coordinate and Chart Web-
bles for visualizing this data. While the Parallel Co-
ordinate Webbles handle filtering and grouping on
their specific axis, and keep track of which data val-
ues correspond to which screen positions, they do not
keep track of the other Parallel Coordinates. The
drawing of lines in the parallel coordinate system is
thus done by the Query Board that has a complete



view of all the coordinates that are used and the order
in which they currently appear on the screen etc.

The Parallel Coordinate Webbles as mentioned keeps
track of which value ranges to group together for their
respective axes and what value ranges to show or fil-
ter out. They also know which screen position corre-
sponds to a certain value on their axis. They do not
know which is the next or previous axis, and reorder-
ing of the axis on the screen is an important visual aid
with parallel coordinates, so the line drawing intelli-
gence is handled by the Query Board Webble.

The Database Wrapper Webble provides a simple slot
based interface for Webbles that want to read from or
write to the database, thus hiding for instance all the
network related things that need to be taken care of.

5.3. Discussion

The TOB system designed using Webbles has, as
mentioned, been developed as a part of the EU FP6 in-
tegrated project ACGT (Advancing Clinico Genomic
Trials on Cancer). It has received very positive reac-
tions from professionals in the project review group.
Strengths of the system from a user perspective like
theirs include: the system is very visual, which makes
it easy to get an overview of what is going on and
what has been done so far. The interface is easy to
use, dragging and dropping events graphically on the
screen is quite intuitive. It is easy to get to the parts of
the system that you are looking for, e.g. it is easy to
find the correct CRF to use when all you need to do is
click on the graphical representation of where in the
trial you are now and there find all the related CRFs.

The strengths of the system from a developers view,
the strengths of using Webbles for building the sys-
tem, include: advanced graphical objects are very
easy to make. The development time is low, not only
can already created Webbles easily be reused, it is also
easy to use the many advanced features available in
Silverlight, or to wrap other unrelated services. Build-
ing the system as presented here took only about 2.5
man months of development work. The system runs
in a web browser, which means that it is available on
any computer with a modern web browser and Inter-
net connectivity. Internet connectivity is not neces-
sary if all the services are run on the local computer.

Adding new features or functionality to the system by
modifying existing Webbles or adding more Webbles
is very easy. When some interesting ideas came up in
discussions on what to do next in the system it was
very quick work to add even advanced components,
showing the strength of using Webble technology to
reuse functionality.

In hindsight, there are some Webble design decisions
that could have been done differently. The thing in
the current system that most goes against the Webble
design philosophy is the Work Board Webble, which
does too much. This Webble could have been sepa-
rated into several more specialized Webbles that by
their nature of doing only one thing would be easier
to reuse in other projects too. Separating this complex
Webble into for instance a Webble for CRF rendering
(perhaps even by wrapping the CRF rendering part
of the Obtima system with a Webble interface) and a
Webble for being the work board to put the Medical
Event Webbles (or in a more general sense, any work
flow events) would have been a cleaner design. Simi-
larly, for the Query Board Webble, it would have been
more useful to separate out the functionality of aggre-
gating parallel coordinates and drawing the lines in
the parallel coordinate system into a Parallel Coordi-
nate Container Webble from the TOB specific func-
tionality. Such a container Webble would be useful in
many other applications, and we are currently about
to rewrite the Query Board in this way.

We could also have made each patient and its dataset
in the analysis view a separate Webble. A Webble that
draws itself on top of the Parallel Coordinate Web-
bles etc. We decided not to go this way since for large
trials with thousands of patients, having thousands of
Webbles communicating with each other would likely
create some performance problems.

In a general sense, the current problem is that many
Webbles have low reuse potential, since they are tai-
lored too much towards solving the current specific
problem. It would have been nicer if the system was
written as a general Workflow Editor Webble, plug-
gable Workflow Event Webbles, etc.

That the created Webbles (in our case), Intelligent
Pads, or other Meme Media Objects end up being
written to solve a specific problem at hand instead of
in a more generic way is not a new problem. A part
of this problem is likely that there are not that many
Webbles available for use yet. If more components
already existed, the idea of building new applications
by reusing the already available parts would probably
work well. The time spent on creating whatever new
components may be necessary could also be used to
make these more generic since more time could be
spent on each new component when there are not as
many new components that need to be created. When,
as now, there are few components available to use, the
pressure to produce a working system quickly often
leads to the components being written to do precisely
what is needed right now, with less thought for the
general applicability of the Webble. Also, it is prob-
ably easier to see a future possibility for reuse of a
Webble you create if reusing existing components is



the norm. Now that the system is already doing most
of what it should do, and the requirements for what
the system is expected to do have become more sta-
ble, we are rewriting parts of the system to be more
generic and thus more reusable.

There were also some other problems of different
types, for instance problems with interacting with sys-
tems written using different technologies. One exam-
ple is that it was difficult to get the secure communica-
tion with the back end database system working since
the server side secure communication technology was
not supported by Silverlight or C sharp. A working
solution was created without that much work, though.

6. FUTURE WORK

In the future, we want to add advanced functional-
ity to the system by reusing already existing soft-
ware. Most analysis of clinical trials is for instance
done using the statistics package R. We would like
to write a Webble wrapper for the whole R system,
so other Webbles can communicate with the R sys-
tem and make use of its power. We also want to do
a thorough evaluation by having professionals use the
system in real trials to see what works well and what
could be done better. We are also working on rewrit-
ing some of the system Webbles to be more generic
and thus reusable in other applications.

7. CONCLUSIONS

We showed an application of Webbles, intelligent me-
dia objects that are meant to simplify reuse of not only
data but also reuse of services and functions. Using
Webbles we created a system for designing, running,
and analyzing clinical trials. Using the Webble tech-
nology the system was easy to implement quickly, and
the resulting system is very visual and has an intu-
itive interface that appeals to professionals in the tar-
get audience. The biggest problem was that the cre-
ated Webbles tended to be too specific, solving the
problem at hand but not being very reusable despite
the problem solved is one that could be solved with
more generic Webbles. This is likely caused by the
low number of available Webbles. With more generic
components available we believe that new Webbles
can be written to be more generic too, since more time
would be available for the development of each new
component if less components needed to be created.

The biggest advantage of using the Webble technol-
ogy was that adding new advanced functionality was
easy. The development time was low, around 2.5 man
months for the parts of the system described here,
and it was possible to quickly prototype and try dif-
ferent design choices. Reusing functionality not only
by reusing previously developed Webble components

but also by for instance wrapping other systems with a
Webble interface or by taking advantage of function-
ality already available in the Silverlight framework is
easy. The fact that the system runs in a web browser
also means that there is no need to install new soft-
ware and the system can be run from different com-
puters without extra work.
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